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Abstract 
 
A non-intrusive method for speech quality assessment in 
telephony applications is proposed and its performance 
evaluated. The method involves measuring perception-based 
objective auditory distances between the voiced parts of the 
processed (degraded) speech signal to appropriately matching 
references extracted from a pre-formulated codebook. The 
codebook is formed by optimally clustering large number of 
parametric speech vectors extracted from a database of clean 
speech records, using an efficient data-mining tool known as 
the Self-Organizing Map (SOM). The auditory distances are 
mapped into an objective Mean Opinion listening quality 
scores (MOS_LQO). Three domain transformation techniques 
have been utilized to provide perception-based, speaker-
independent parametric representation of the speech: a 
Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) model, a Bark Spectrum 
(BS) analysis and Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients 
(MFCC). Reported evaluation results show that the proposed 
method provides high correlation with subjective listening 
quality scores (MOS_LQS), yielding accuracy similar to that 
of the ITU-T P.563 while maintaining a relatively low 
computational complexity. Results also demonstrate that the 
method outperforms the PESQ in assessing the quality of 
speech degraded by channel impairments.  

1. Introduction 
One of the most important dimensions of quality of service 
(QoS) in speech communication systems is subjective speech 
quality; the quality of the received signals as perceived by the 
users. Over the years, the International Telecommunication 
Union- Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) 
has developed a series of standardized methods that allow 
subjects to make judgments on speech quality in a range of 
controlled conditions known as subjective listening tests. In a 
typical listening test, subjects hear speech recordings 
processed through about 50 different network conditions, and 
rate them using a simple opinion scale such as the ITU-T 5-
point listening quality scale [1]. The average score of all the 
ratings registered by the subjects for a condition is termed the 
Mean Opinion Score (MOS). Recently, the ITU-T approved 
Recommendation P800.1 [2] which provides a terminology to 
be used in conjunction with MOS. Accordingly, the following 
identifiers are be used together with the abbreviation MOS in 
order to distinguish the area of application: LQ to refer to 
Listening Quality, CQ to refer to Conversational Quality, S to 
refer to Subjective testing, O to refer to Objective testing 

using an objective model, and E to refer to Estimated using a 
network planning model.     

Subjective tests are, however, slow and expensive to 
conduct, making them accessible only to a small number of 
laboratories and unsuitable for real-time monitoring. More 
recently, the ITU-T standardized a number of objective speech 
quality measures, which provide automatic assessment of 
voice communication systems without the need for human 
listeners. These include the ITU-T Perceptual Speech Quality 
Measurement (PSQM) method [3], the Measuring 
Normalising Blocks (MNB) model [4], and the ITU-T P.862: 
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) method [5]. 
The introduction of the PESQ has made it possible to obtain 
accurate predictions of perceived quality of speech of 
telephony systems. During this measure, speech signals are 
transformed into a perceptually related domain using human 
auditory models. However, the PESQ is based on an intrusive 
input-to-output measurement approach.  

In input-to-output objective measures, the perceived 
speech quality is estimated by measuring the distortion 
between an “input”, representing the original signal being 
transmitted by the communication system under evaluation 
and an “output”, representing the processed signal that has 
been degraded by the system. Besides being intrusive, which 
makes them not suitable for monitoring live traffic, input-to-
output speech quality measures have few other problems. 
Firstly, in all these measures the time-alignment between the 
input and output speech vectors, which is achieved by 
automatic synchronization, is crucial factor in deciding the 
accuracy of the measure. In practice, perfect synchronization 
is difficult to achieve, due to fading or error bursts that are 
common in wireless systems, and hence degradation in the 
performance of the measure is inevitable. Secondly, there are 
many applications where the original speech is not available, 
as in the cases of wireless and satellite communications. 
Furthermore, in some situations the input speech may be 
distorted by background noise and, hence, measuring the 
distortion between the input and the output speech does not 
provide true indication of the speech quality of the 
communication system.  

An objective measure, which can predict the quality of the 
processed speech using one end of the communication 
network under test, would therefore address all the above 
problems and provide a convenient non-intrusive approach. 
Over the last few years, a number of non-intrusive measures 
have been proposed [6,7,8]. Recently, the ITU-T released 
recommendation P.563 as its standard algorithm for non-
intrusive objective speech quality assessment for narrow-band 
telephony applications [9]. The algorithm is able to predict the 
speech quality on a perception-based scale MOS-LQO 
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according to ITU-T Recommendation P.800.1, by taking into 
account the full range of distortions occurring in public 
switched telephony networks (PSTN). This is done by 
dividing the signal parameterization into three classes of 
distortion; namely: vocal tract analysis, analysis of high 
additional noise and speech interruptions, mutes and time 
clipping. Accordingly, a total of 51 characteristic signal 
parameters are computed and a computationally involved 
procedure is applied to estimate the raw objective quality 
score. Regarding correlation of its quality predicted scores 
with the MOS-LQS, reported experimental results indicate 
that the accuracy of the P.563 method compares favorably 
with the first generation of intrusive perceptual models such as 
the PSQM [3]. However, it is lower than that of the second 
generation of intrusive perceptual models such as PESQ [8, 
10]. 

This paper describes a new perceptually motivated output-
based, non-intrusive assessment method for objective 
prediction of speech quality. The method uses an 
appropriately formulated speech codebook to provide a 
substitute to the original signal, which is available for input-
to-output based measures. The proposed method utilises a 
voiced/unvoiced classification process and an efficient data-
mining algorithm known as the Self-Organizing Map (SOM), 
which is based on an unsupervised neural network algorithm. 
Following this introduction, Section 2 gives an outline of the 
SOM algorithm used here for data clustering and 
classification. Section 3 provides detailed description of the 
proposed speech quality assessment method and its 
implementation. Section 4 describes the evaluation process 
conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
method. The paper concludes in Section 5 by discussing the 
main findings of the work. 

 

2. The self-organising map  
The SOM [11] is a tool for analysis of high dimensional data, 
which is based on a neural network (NN) algorithm that uses 
unsupervised learning. The tool has proven to be a powerful 
technique for clustering of data, correlation hunting and 
novelty detection. The network is based on neurons placed on 
a regular low-dimensional grid (usually 1D or 2D). Each 
neuron i in the SOM is an n-dimensional prototype vector mi = 
[mi1,…,min] where n represents the input space dimension. On 
each training step, a sample vector x is chosen and the unit mc 
closest to it, referred to as the best matching unit (BMU), is 
identified from the map. The prototype vectors of the BMU 
and its neighbours on the grid are moved towards the sample 
vector. The new position is then given by: 

mi = mi + α(t) hwi (t) (x −mi)                                 (1) 
 

with α(t) representing the learning rate at the time t and hwi(t) 
is a neighbourhood kernel centred around the winner unit w. 
Both the learning rate and neighbourhood kernel radius 
decrease monotonically with time. The SOM training 
algorithm resembles vector quantization (VQ) algorithms, 
such as the k-means [12]. The important difference is that in 
addition to identifying the best-matching weight vector to an 
input vector, the topological neighbours of the input vector on 
the map are also updated. During the step-by-step training, the 
neurons on the grid become ordered such as neighbouring 
neurons have similar weight vectors and the SOM behaves 

like elastic net that folds onto the “cloud” created by input 
data. Due to its high efficiency and robustness, the SOM has 
been used in the proposed method to achieve the required 
clustering and vector matching processes. 
 

3. The proposed output-based speech quality 
assessment method  

A new non-intrusive output-based objective speech quality 
assessment method, which correlates well with predicted 
subjective test, has been developed. The idea underlying the 
proposed method is stemmed from one of the most popular 
speech compression techniques, which is known as vector 
quantization (VQ), and its successful application in speech 
recognition systems [12]. The method involves comparing 
perception-based parametric vectors representing the 
processed (degraded) speech to reference vectors representing 
the closest match from an appropriately constructed speech 
codebook derived from a variety of clean source speech 
materials. The method is implemented using two components: 
a ‘Test Part’ which involves processes which are implemented 
every time a speech sample is assessed, and a pre-formulated 
‘Speech Reference Codebook’, as shown in Fig.1. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed non-intrusive speech 

quality assessment method 
 
 

Referring to Fig.1, implementation of the method 
involves the following processing steps: 
a) Establishment of datasets of high quality clean speech 

records and processed (degraded) speech records. The 
processed speech records are subjectively rated in terms of 
Mean Opinion Score (MOS_LQS). 

b) Pre-processing: this process involves segmentation of the 
reference and processed speech records into overlapped 
frames. In line with existing objective speech quality 
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methods, the method uses a frame length of 25 ms with 
50% overlap.  

c) V/UV classification: here each speech frame of the 
processed speech signal is classified as voiced (V) or 
unvoiced (UV). This is achieved by using V/UV 
classification technique based on time-averaged 
autocorrelation process and pitch detection [13]. Although 
there are a number of other more sophisticated techniques 
(See [12] for example), this technique was chosen due to 
its simplicity and low computational burden. The voiced 
parts of signal are then selected to assess the quality of the 
processed speech signal. The objective of this process is to 
reduce the number of speech frames to be processed 
during the quality measuring process itself, and during the 
formation of the speech codebook. Typically, 40% of 
natural speech is unvoiced. Therefore, the inclusion of this 
processing stage improves the computational speed of the 
method and reduces its memory requirements particularly 
that needed to hold the codebook. The selection of only 
the voiced frames to assess the speech quality is inspired 
by work by Kubin et al [14], who showed that in most 
cases feature parameters representing unvoiced parts of 
the speech do not provide true indication of distortions. 

d) Perceptual transformation & extraction of speaker-
independent parameters: this involves transformation of 
each frame of the processed speech into a speaker-
independent perception-based parametric vector, as 
required by an output-based quality measure. Three 
speech analysis techniques based on short-term spectrum 
of speech and use concepts of the psychophysics of 
hearing, such as the critical-band spectral resolution, 
equal-loudness curve and intensity-loudness power law to 
derive an estimate of the auditory spectrum [15], have 
been chosen to produce three versions of the proposed 
speech quality assessment method. The first version 
(Version I) utilises a 5th order Perceptual Linear Prediction 
(PLP) model [16], Version II utilises a 17th order Bark 
Spectrum (BS) analysis [17], and Version III utilises a 13th 
order Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) 
[18]. This choice was also based on the abilities of these 
techniques in suppressing speaker-dependent information 
(See Section 3.1). 

e) Clustering, classification and determination of best 
matching vector: this process involves three tasks. First 
perception-based parameter vectors, derived from a large 
dataset of clean source speech records using the same 
processing as that described in (d) above, are clustered to 
produce a pre-formulated reference codebook 
corresponding to high quality speech. Figure 2 illustrates 
how the reference codebook is constructed. Secondly, an 
input vector, corresponding to a frame of processed speech 
signal whose quality is being assessed, is correlated with 
the clustered vectors stored in the reference codebook in 
order to determine the best matching unit BMU (best 
matching cluster). Thirdly, by tracking the composition of 
the selected cluster, a best matching vector to the input 
vector is identified and an objective-auditory distance 
measure between the two vectors is computed. In the 
proposed system, an SOM is used to perform the 
clustering, classification and determination of the best 
matching cluster and reference vector.  

f) Estimating the auditory distance: the proposed objective 
speech quality assessment method is based on measuring 
the degree of mismatch between the voiced parts of the 
processed speech vectors and their best matching vectors 
from the reference codebook, as identified in step (e) 
above. This is achieved by computing an Euclidean based 
median minimum distance  (DMM), to provide an estimate 
of the objective auditory distance (AD) between vectors of 
the processed voiced speech and their best matching 
vectors, as widely and successfully used in objective 
measures for predicting speech quality of vocoders [17]. 
The AD, estimated here using the DMM, has been shown to 
provide a proportional objective indication of distortion in 
processed speech signals, such that larger distances imply 
lower quality and vice versa.  
 

The Euclidean distance between a vector xl, representing 
the lth frame of the processed speech signal, and a 
reference vector y, which has been identified as the BMU, 
is defined as: 

     ][][),( yxyxyx −−= l
T

lldis                (2)  

where T denotes a transpose operation. The DMM is then 
computed as: 

 DMM  = medianL [dis (xl, y)]                                   (3) 
where L is the number of frames in the processed signal. 
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Figure 2: Construction of the reference speech codebook 
 

g) Mapping the AD into MOS_LQO scores: finally, an 
appropriate logistic function is used to map the AD, 
estimated in (f) above, into MOS_LQO score. In order to 
define this function, the following investigation was 
performed. A prototype of the proposed speech quality 
measurement system that only measures the AD between 
the processed speech vectors and their corresponding best 
matching vectors was developed. The codebook was 
formulated using 50 unique high-quality clean speech 
signals. The signals were taken from 2 male and 2 female 
speakers and had an average duration of 10 seconds each. 
The system was then used to measure the objective ADs 
for five different groups of speech signals distorted by five 
different types of distortion. Both the clean and distorted 
speech was acquired from a purpose-designed speech 
database generated by the Subjective Assessment Lab-
Nortel Networks, Canada [19]. The measured ADs and the 
corresponding original subjective MOS_LQS scores, as 
provided by the database provider, were then grouped to 
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form a separate data set for each case of distortion. By 
applying a non-linear regression process to all these data 
sets, the following second order polynomial functions (one 
for each version of the proposed method) were derived to 
facilitate the conversion of the measured ADs into 
predicted MOS scores:    

 

       MOS_LQOVersion I = 3.6 − 4.1 (AD) + 2.9 (AD)2 (4) 
 

       MOS_LQOVersion II = 48.6 − 42.6 (AD) + 10.5 (AD)2 (5) 
 

      MOS_LQOVersion III = 4.7 − 13.2 (AD) + 11.1 (AD)2 (6) 

where, MOS_LQO represents the MOS predicted by the 
proposed objective assessment method.  
 

3.1.  Investigating the Speaker Invariance Characteristics 
of the PLP, BS and MFCC 

As stated earlier, the PLP, BS, and MFCC models are based 
on human auditory models and, hence, used to transform the 
speech signals into perceptually-based parametric vectors as 
required by the proposed output-based objective speech 
quality assessment method. It is also crucial for the proposed 
method that the resulting parametric vectors provide closely 
similar auditory-like representation of utterances with 
different acoustic qualities but with an identical linguistic 
message. In speech processing this is referred to as speaker-
independent representation of speech signals. It has been 
reported by Hermansky [16] that the linguistically relevant 
speaker-independent cues lie in the gross shape of the 
auditory spectrum while the finer details of the auditory 
spectrum carry more speaker-dependent information. Since 
there is a strong connection between the linguistic message 
and its acoustic quality, speaker-independent representation 
of speech is not an easy task. Hence, a common approach to 
achieve such representation is by suppressing as much as 
possible of speaker-dependent information.  

The abilities of the PLP, BS and MFCC in providing 
speech representation with highly suppressed speaker–
dependent information have been successfully demonstrated 
by their wide use in automatic speech recognition systems 
(ASR) [16,17,18]. In addition, an investigation was 
undertaken to quantify these abilities, compare them to those 
of conventional speech analysis models such as the linear 
prediction (LP) technique [15], and choose the orders of these 
models that best suit the proposed speech quality method.  

The investigation involved the use of a single-frame 
phoneme identification set-up as follows. Speech from three 
male and three female adult speakers, reading five repetitions 
of the same utterances, was hand labeled at well-identifiable 
points of each phoneme. The speech was sampled at 16 kHz, 
and the labeled points were analysed by PLP, BS and MFCC 
models. Clusters of analysed vectors with identical phonemic 
values from each of the speakers were formed. The centroids 
of the clusters were defined as the averages of each cluster 
using a classical k-means technique. Consequently each 
speaker was characterised by 13 PLP, BS and MFCC 
phoneme-like vectors representing 13 English vowels. The 
identification was carried out with the phoneme-like vectors 
of one speaker as reference templates and the phoneme-like 

vectors of another speaker as test templates. All possible 
combinations of speakers were investigated, while varying 
the order of the speech analysis models used from 1 to 10, for 
the PLP, and by 10 to 20 for those of the BS and MFCC. The 
identification was considered correct when the phoneme-like 
vector with the identical phoneme value as the test vector was 
among the two closest vectors. The percentage of correct 
choice, averaged over three male speakers, versus model 
order for the PLP, BS and MFCC models is shown in Fig.3 
for male speakers combinations. For comparison, the results 
of using conventional LP analyses are also shown in each 
figure with a dashed line. 

The results of this investigation indicated the followings:  
• All three investigated models provide auditory like 

speaker-independent representation of speech which is 
highly superior to that obtained from the conventional LP. 
However, they do not completely suppress speaker-
dependent information; and  

• The highest phoneme identification accuracy is achieved 
when using a 17th order BS model, followed by a 5th order 
PLP and a 13th order MFCC models, respectively.  

 Accordingly, it was decided to use these models to create 
three versions of the proposed method, as indicated 
previously.  

 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Average accuracy of identification of an unknown 
vowel for the 3 speech analysis models. 
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4. Performance evaluation of proposed method 
The set-up for the performance evaluation of the proposed 
method is outlined in Fig.4. Note that the acronym POSQE, 
which stands for Perceptual Output-based Speech Quality 
Evaluation, will be used to refer to the proposed method from 
this point on. All three versions of the POSQE were 
investigated, such that Version I uses a PLP model, Version II 
uses a BS analysis and Version III uses MFCCs. As shown in 
Fig.4, the performance of the method has been evaluated in 
terms of its accuracy in predicting the MOS_LQS obtained 
via formal subjective listening tests, and how this accuracy 
compares to those of other recognised objective speech 
quality measures. Two objective indicators have been used 
for this purpose. The first is the correlation between the 
MOS_LQO obtained by each of the three versions of the 
method and the MOS_LQS. This has been achieved by using 
the Pearson correlation. The second indicator is a comparison 
between the above computed correlation values and the 
corresponding correlation values as obtained from the 
application of the PESQ. The performance of the method was 
evaluated under the following test conditions: 

a) Speech distorted by modulated noise reference unit 
(MNRU) with 5 dB – 35 dB distortion levels. These test 
conditions serve as an anchor and allow a meaningful 
comparison of subjective data and other subjective studies. 

b) Speech compression, wireless/VoIP channel impairments 
and signal modifications covering: 
- Plausible tandem conditions that could be encountered 
in GSM, TDMA and CDMA networks. 
- Temporal shifting (due to variable jitter in buffers in 
voice over IP (VoIP) networks) and front-end clipping of 
speech (due to voice activated switching or discontinuous 
transmission features. 
- Wireless codecs subjected to bit error rates of 1%, 2% or 
3%. 
-Variations in speech levels of the original material, which 
was then processed through an automatic gain control 
(AGC). 

  
Each version of the proposed method was subjected to three 
different levels of testing difficulty with each comprising a 
number of test cases of various levels and types of speech 
distortion: 

• Level 1: signals used for formulating the codebook (source 
signals), and the processed signals used for testing the 
system belong to the same speaker (male or female) and 
contain the same utterances. 

• Level 2: reference signals and the test signals belong to the 
same speaker, but contain different utterances. 

• Level 3: reference signals and the test signals belong to 
different speaker, and contain different utterances. 

 For each of the above levels, a system codebook was 
formulated using 80-90 seconds of clean source speech 

representing utterances by two male speakers (M1 and M2) 
and two female speakers (F1 and F2). The test speech signals 
were approximately 8-10 seconds long each. The speech 
records used for formulating the codebook and for testing the 
system were obtained from a speech database provided by the 
Subjective Assessment Lab Nortel Networks Canada [19]. 
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Figure 4: Set-up of the performance evaluation process of the 
proposed method. 

4.1.  Method’s performance for MNRU Distortion 
Conditions 

Table 1 shows sample results for a number of test cases which 
involve using speech distorted by various levels of MNRU. 
Here, the first four cases (i.e. cases 1, 2, 3 and 4) represent 
testing the system under difficulty level 1. In effect, these test 
cases correspond to a standard input-to-output objective 
measurement approach. The last two cases of the table (i.e. 
cases 5 and 6) provide results corresponding to testing 
difficulty level 2.  Figures 5 and 6 show comparisons between 
the original and predicted MOS obtained by the POSQE when 
tested under difficulty level 3 using speech samples distorted 
by 14 different levels of MNRU distortion. In specific, for 
Fig.5, the source speech was taken from F1 and F2 and the test 
speech from M1 and M2. In Fig.6, on the other hand, the 
source speech was taken from M2, F1 and the test speech from 
M1 and F2.       

Inspection of presented results for testing difficulty 
level 1indicates the followings: 
• All three versions of the POSQE correlate significantly 

well with the original subjective MOS_LQS, providing an 
average correlation value of > 0.9 in all test cases 
investigated. In practice an acceptable input-to-output 
based speech quality measure should typically achieve a 
correlation with the MOS_LQS in the range of 0.8-0.9, as 
the case with all measures that have been standardised and 
currently in use [4, 15, 17]. In contrast, the correlation 
values achieved here by the proposed method represents a 
very high level of performance. 
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• Versions I and II of the method are insensitive to whether 
the speaker is male or female as they always generate a 
correlation value > 90 %. 

• Version II, which is based on the BS analysis, is more 
accurate in its MOS_LQO predictions compared to 
Version I and Version III of the method. This is in-line 
with the findings of our investigation regarding the speaker 
invariance characteristics of PLP, BS and MFCC auditory 
like representation of the speech, as described in Section 
3.1.  

 
Table 1: Correlation between subjective and objective scores 

obtained by the POSQE and by the PESQ 
Correlation with MOS-LQS 

Test 
Case 

Codebook 
Speech 
Signals 

Test 
Speech 
Signals 

POSQE 
V.I 

POSQE 
V.II 

POSQE 
V.III PESQ 

1 M1 M1 0.9821 0.9950 0.9762
2 M2 M2 0.9566 0.9947 0.9584
3 F1 F1 0.9446 0.9842 0.8975
4 F2 F2 0.9778 0.9803 0.8971
5 M1, M2 M1,M2 0.8987 0.9042 0.8247
6 F1, F2 F1, F2 0.8235 0.8471 0.8067

0.986 

 

 For testing difficulty level 2, all three versions of the 
POSQE achieved correlation with the MOS_LQS well above 
the minimum accepted level of 0.8. Regarding testing 
difficulty level 3, and bearing in mind that the proposed 
speech quality assessment method has no access to original 
speech, the results indicate that all three versions of the 
system correlate well with the MOS_LQS. In particular 
Version II which shows a correlation as high as 0.94. Version 
I shows lower correlations with the MOS_LQS compared to 
Version II, providing an average correlation of 0.85. On the 
other hand, the average correlation with the MOS_LQS 
obtained by Version III was 0.76 which is just below the 
minimum required level of performance.    
 

 
Figure 5:  MOS_LQS and MOS_LQO predicted by POSQE 
for level 3 testing difficulty with test signals taken from M1 

and M2, and reference signals from F1 and F2. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  MOS_LQS and MOS_LQO predicted by POSQE 
for level 3 testing difficulty with test signals taken from M1 

and F2, and reference signals from M2 and F1. 

 

 

4.2. Method’s performance for other distortion conditions 

Figure 7 shows correlation of the MOS_LQO, predicted by the 
POSQE, with the MOS_LQS obtained for speech signals 
distorted by wireless codecs subjected to bit error rates of 1%, 
2% or 3%, under: (a) testing difficulty level 2, and (b) testing 
difficulty level 3. For comparison, the figure also shows 
corresponding correlation results for the PESQ. Table 2 
provides a comparison, in terms of the overall correlation with 
the MOS_LQS, between the POSQE and the PESQ for all 
three levels of testing difficulty under distortion conditions 
caused by various tandem cases. In a similar fashion, Tables 3 
and 4 present comparison between the POSQE and the PESQ 
for cases of speech signals distorted by temporal clipping 
(Table 3), and variation in speech levels followed by 
processing through an AGC (Table 4). 

The presented results presented indicate the followings: 

• For testing difficulty level 1, the POSQE outperforms the 
ITU-T PESQ in all investigated cases.  

• For testing difficulty level 2, Version II of the POSQE 
outperforms the PESQ in all cases under speech level 
variation and AGC processing, and in 80% of cases 
investigated under codec bit errors distortion.  In fact, for 
the latter distortion conditions, all three versions of the 
POSQE outperform the PESQ for all testing difficulties.  

• The above findings are in agreement with recent study by 
Conway [20] whose experimental results showed that the 
PESQ is more suited to assessing the quality of speech 
processed by modern vocoders, as compared to the cases 
of distortion caused by impairments in the transmission 
channel. These results are in line with the ITU-T report 
[5], which recommends the use of PESQ for speech 
quality assessment of narrow-band speech codecs.  
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Figure 7: Correlations between MOS_LQS and MOS_LQO 
obtained by the POSQE and by the PESQ for test conditions 

generated by wireless codecs subjected to bit errors. 

4.3. Method’s performance in comparison to P.563 

In addition to above, the performance of the Version II of the 
POSQE has been compared to that of the ITU-T P.563 in 
terms of correlation with the MOS_LQS, using similar set-up 
to that illustrated in Fig.4, and in terms of processing time. For 
this part of the evaluation, the clean and degraded speech 
signals were taken from Experiment 1 of the ITU-T 
Supplement 23 speech database. Experiment 1 was designed 
to assess the performance of the G.729 vocoder in connections 
that also have other standardized codecs, such as Full-Rate 
GSM, North American IS-54, Half-Rate Japanese Digital 
Cellular, G.726 at 32 kbit/s and G.728. The experiment also 
includes tandem operations of G.729.   
 The test set-up for this part of the evaluation was as 
follows. A total of 176clean speech signals, 8 seconds long 
each, equally uttered by four speakers, comprising two males 
M1 and M2 and two females F1 and F2, were selected from 
the above database. Four test cases were investigated. For 
each case, the codebook of the POSQE was formulated using 
132 speech signals from three out of the four speakers above, 
and tested with degraded signals uttered by the remaining 
speaker. The quality of the same degraded signals was then 
assessed with the P.563. The MOS_LQO scores for the test 
signals as obtained by the POSQE and the P.563 were 

correlated with corresponding MOS-LQS scores and 
compared, as shown in Table 5. The results show that the 
POSQE provides an average correlation value of 0.79 
compared to 0.775 for the P.563. 
 Processing time is also an important factor of merit in 
assessing the performance of the proposed POSQE in 
comparison to the P.563. To do that, both the POSQE and the 
P.563 were tested with 44 speech signals taken from 
Experiment of the above ITU-T database and the computation 
time taken by each measure for each signal was measured.  
The computation time for the proposed POSQE encompassed 
the time for all the processes of the Test Component of the 
method. The measure was implemented using Matlab version 
6.5. We used the ANSI-C reference implementation of P.563. 
All tests were performed on a PC with a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 
processor and 768 MB of RAM. The POSQE yielded an 
average processing time of 1.7 seconds, compared to 3.77 
seconds for the P.563. 
 
 

Table 2: Overall correlation between MOS_LQS and 
MOS_LQO obtained by the POSQE and the PESQ for test 

conditions generated by various tandem conditions. 

Correlation with MOS-LQS Test 
Difficulty POSQE V.I POSQE V.II POSQE V.III PESQ 

Level 1 0.7912 0.9162 0.7574 
Level 2 0.6126 0.7241 0.6081 
Level 3 0.6111 0.7103 0.6005 

0.5562 

 

 
Table 3: Overall correlation between MOS_LQS and 

MOS_LQO obtained by the POSQE and by the PESQ for test 
conditions generated by temporal clipping 

 

Correlation with MOS-LQS Test 
Difficulty POSQE V.I POSQE V.II POSQE V.III PESQ 

Level 1 0.7334 0.8261 0.7211 
Level 2 0.5192 0.6284 0.3989 
Level 3 0.4229 0.5264 0.3747 

0.4229 

 

Table 4: Overall correlation between MOS_LQS and 
MOS_LQO obtained by the POSQE and by the PESQ for test 
conditions generated by variations in speech levels and AGC. 

Correlation with MOS-LQS Test 
Difficulty POSQE V.I POSQE V.II POSQE V.III PESQ 

Level 1 0.7682 0.8085 0.7173 
Level 2 0.5863 0.6450 0.4055 
Level 3 0.3625 0.5325 0.2913 

0.3022 

 
Table 5: Overall correlation between MOS_LQS and 
MOS_LQO obtained by the POSQE and by the P.563. 

Correlation with MOS_LQS  

Test Speech 
Records POSQE  

V.II 
P.563 

M1 0.73 0.82 
M2 0.82 0.83 
F1 0.75 0.75 
F2 0.86 0.70 
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5. Conclusions 
In this paper a new perception-based objective method for 
non-intrusive assessment of speech quality has been described 
and its performance evaluated. The method uses a source-
based approach to predict the quality of processed (or output) 
speech that has been processed by a communication system by 
observing a portion (voiced only) of the speech in question 
with no access to the original (or input) speech. Since the 
original speech signal is not available, an alternative reference 
is needed in order to objectively measure the level of 
distortion of the distorted speech. This was achieved by using 
an internal reference codebook formulated from clean speech 
records covering a wide range of human speech variations.  
 The proposed POSQE method was examined using a 
wide range of distortion including speech compression, 
wireless channel impairments, VoIP channel 
impairments, and modifications to the signal from 
features such as AGC. Reported experimental results 
show that POSQE Version II which is based on use of 
Bark spectrum analysis (BS), is more accurate in 
predicting the MOS scores than Version I and Version 
III, and outperforms the ITU-T PESQ in a large number 
of test cases particularly those related to distortion 
caused by channel impairments and signal level 
modifications.  The POSQE provides similar 
performance to that of the ITU-T P.563 in terms of its 
accuracy in predicting the MOS_LQS scores for the 
investigated test cases. It, however, offers superior 
performance in terms of its computational efficiency 
compared to the P.563, yielding a processing time of 
less than half of that of the P.563. We believe that the 
developed prototype of the proposed objective speech 
quality assessment method is sufficiently accurate and 
robust against speaker, utterance and distortion type 
variations, bearing in mind that it only uses the 
processed signal to perform its assessment in contrast to 
the PESQ which requires access to both the original 
clean signal and the corresponding processed one. Work 
is currently underway to further optimize and improve 
the method so that it can be adopted as a standard non-
intrusive quality measure. 
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